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The significance of toxic combustion products a$ a causal factor
in fire deaths is Well established. In the U.S., toxicity contributes
to death in approximately $4 of all firs fatalities ( Radford of al.,
1974). Since the widespread introduction of synthetic polympra for
use in the construction, clothing, furniture., and transportation
industries, boat Cite chemical natFare of the fire environment and its
toxic threat have grown more complex.
Various authors ( Hartzell at al., 1977; Narrow et A.. 191OR;
Alarie and Andarson, 1979; Koartides and GilweYe, 1917d; Hilado eet al.,
1977) h.evee proposed a number of behavioral or physiological tndice a
for the evaluation of the toxicity of combustion products. Frequent-
ly, hazard rankings of various synthetic and natural materials arc
genora,ted on the basis of these studies, with the most common toxic
endpoints being time to incapacitation or time to death of the test
i
F
i
3	 ^
a
'	 species in the fire atmosphere. However, both the types and amounts
Y
of chemicals produced by thermal combustion of either syntnetic or
1
natural materials are very such dependent on fire conditions and the
fire environment. Such variables as ventilation, temperature of the
fire, and whether combustion is flaming or non-flaming, can signifi-
cantly alter the chemistry of a fire atm o spneA re and thus it s toxicity.
This fact leads to serious inconsistencies between hazard rankings
obtained udder different combustion conditions, Since the parameter:,
of a real fire cannot be predetermined, nor can all possibl y fire
1
.,...,..,.....,...,.^...^.^.._ ...r............,......,...
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conditions be3 simulated orperiMntally, it seems n4vt*4blr to investi-
late the ta:xic risk Associated with som* of the compounds soot e:omon
to a Majority of fire environments. One such compound is carbon mono-
tide (CO).
Carbon monoxide is ubiquitous in fire atsosphrrss since It is pro-
iuced by th* incomplete combustion of any carbon-contttning material,
itaout intesrferti,4 with respiratory nochanL4s, carbon mOnoxtdes act*
to chemical asphv*tant tUsarett, 1915). 3v combinin it with htmaglobtii
to farm CArboxytivaogl ► bin, which is inef t ictent in oxyiten tr4tv4port,
X tause +i Anoxia by interfering with the n ormal .oxygen-cdrrytn* .p apa°°
'
	
	 city of the blv,od. Additionally, the pre sea n a of	 in
the olrculati,tyt blood alters the shape of them oxyg en disaooiatimi i
4
ourvee of noret .el 	 to that a omallear Awitint of 
i.
i'loor 
gen is rsle*aaed lit tissues capillaries 1"g.art Jett, 14W.	 r
A Dirges porti on of the extensive literitture on 00 to dtvotead to	 t
t
chronic ); ,rxir, etteects than are associated with low-level exp ,►* urvA of
lottg duration, such as those: which m4y result from urban air pollution
f or cigarettes smoKiag. lass information it; a y.tilattle resg.irdtng the
Acute toxic effects of 0) on asamalts, At conoesntrations whieh ittmic
the high levels otten present in fi re * 	 4eee4sa►rtiv, very little in
Known .•f quantitative hum. in responses at tlte4v% *also high levels.
In oa j.t. t ioaa wi th NASA°Ateess Re sea.trzh 1 e nt or, ;Sabi  1,1 4c. 9t.at e"
g
Unive3rdltv ' s DeparLmenr of lliologie: a;l Scie*neeta has Jovea l.pod a :rodh4Lt
System to ai sae5ia :tale,: t, sub-lethLU, It )xt ' Ot recto to r, kWntsa
by acute expos {4rv3 to combustion produc ts. The modul.ir ivotem was,
deesiravd to niter j, a 4th the NASA Radiiiat Panel for then =^^^lsarat;x+.s
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.	 of polymeric combustion products, or with a gas delivery system for
testing individual combustion cooponents such as CO. The system has
the advantage of incorporating multiple behavioral and phystaloStcal
{	 indices In a small-scale combustion toxicity test. For reasons pro- j
viously discussed, carbon monoxide was chosen far"the purpose of
validating the syntom.
The a naractorintics and limitations of hohasviorai tostx in current
use by combustion taxtrolotists have boon extensively r*vtvwod by
.R	 ?
Winslow (1481). Briefly. the behavioral &stay utilized to the modulAr
system is a pale-,jump response to detect changes in operant or mot -
vAtod behavior of mice. The polo -,dump appir4wus quantifies discrete
triad, avoidance •ees►cap+e behavior throughout the course  of as toxie
exposures. A triad e- onsststs of a conditional stimulus is toots* or Light 	 '.
cue), followed by unconditional stimulus (an electric shock), and an
Inter-trial pause!, rho mice are trained to avoid they shook by tuAlpttla,	 a
oil the `peal* during the conditional stimulus perto ; if the mouse fails
to Avoid the shock but is able to jump to the pole during the uncondi-
tional stimulus period, the response is termed an esoaape rather than
all avoidance. Two toxic endpoints, the itittiasl behavioral change and
the loss of escape, are derived during combustion exposures from ,s
series of repetitive, one-minute lung trials. The initial behavioral
c 11 q aoc:urs it tne1 first trial the house f4lis to :avoid the shock,
y followed by failure to avoid in at least u of h subsequent trials.
Los s 2L . a scaape is defined at the first of 3 consecutive trials in
whictl the mouse failm to escape the shock. For complete details o
the beeUAVior,al system, the reader is referred to Winslow (1981).
t
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The physiological assay incorporated to the modular system con-
sists of electrocardiographic and resp iratory monitoring of rats dur-
lea the course of exposure, and post-exposure analysis of selected
serum easyae activity levels. The presence of intracellular ensymes
in entracellular fluids Is generally accepted as an indication that
!l death has occurred. The eas mes chosen for analysis are assn-ce	 Y	 Y	 t.
elated with organ systems or tissues which are particularly sensitive
to CO-Induced anoxia, because of their high energy requirements or low
anaerobic capacity. Creatine phosphokin4se (CPK) in the adult rat Is
F
distributed pr- -rily in the central nervous system (Booth and Clark,
1978), In the cardiovascular system. and throughout skeletal muscle
.
(xiter, 1974).	 The major lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) isozymos are
localized in the heart, skeletal muscle, and liver of rats (Penney
al., 1974).	 Alpha-hydroxybutyrate dehydrogenase (HDSH) represents the
.cardiac fraction of the LDH isozymes.	 Using rat heart cell cul-
=za'R's, van.der Laarse at al. (1979) have demonstrated a linear corre-
'". 
lation between the amount of HBDH released, the extant of call death,
and loss of contractile function in response to anoxia.	 Penney and
Maziarka (1976) have investigated the time course of changes in serum
enzyme activity levels of CPK and LDH in rats exposed to 1500 ppm CO
for 2 hours.	 The tissue distribution and chamical characteristics of
CPK. LDH, and HBlH in the rat are similar in man (Bio-Science Labor*- a
t on es, 1978).
	
-
x
i
. Data from the behavioral and physiological assays cited above pro-
vide Information on the quantitative relationship between CO concen-
trations ("dose!") and the probability of occurrence of selected toxic ;rs
fC^^tiI tAL pan ^	 S
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"responsea" in rodents.	 A number of Swwral, theoretical models have
been proposed to do scribe mathematically the way in which the proba-
bility of response, or risk, varies as a function of the dose of a
toxicant.	 The purpose of such models is to provide a means of extra-
polation from animal studies to a predictive sta to
 sent of relative
risk for p an, when quantitative toxicity Lafurmation for man is neces-s
arily limited or unavailable.	 The derivation and application of
these mudole will be discussed in the literature review.
	 The risk-
estimate models which are most suitable for the interpretation of the
acute toxic effeA:ts elicited by CO will be used to analyze the rodrnt
behavioral and physiological dose- response data.	 Wit., the application
of appropriate interspacies conversion factors, the "doge" of CO asso-
ciated with a very low risk (1 in 10 6) of occurrence of similar
toxic responses in man will be estimated.	 Finally,	 the reliability of
tnee human risk estimates derived from these models will be evaluated
by comparison with available literature on equivalent human responses
,w
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Risk Assessment and Dose-Response Theory
Thie concept of risk assessment is inherent to virtually all toxi-
cologic experimentation. The value of observing or measuring the
effects of a toxicant in test populations lies in the ultimate appli-
cation of this tnforamtion to predict the response of naive popula-
tions to a Raven exposure of the same toxicant. Obviously, the toxi-
cologist is primarily concerned with estimating potential toxicity in
the general human population, based an laboratory data from other
species, or from ap idemiologic data when it is available. it has loug
been recognized that the dose of a compouni determines the nature and
	 $
extent of toxicity. Therefore, to assure reliable risk predictions,
	 ?
_a
the quantitative relationship between the dose administered and the
toxic response must be investigated.
to the discussion to follow, a number of aspects of basic dose-
	
y
reseponse theory and their relevance to quantitative risk estimation
will be introduced. The way in which a toxic response is quantified,
whether on a graded or a dichotomous scale, or as time-to-occurrence,
_a
is basic to understanding the content of dose-response curves used in
risk estimation. The nature of the toxic response (e.g., reversible,
heritable) is also important for risk assessment, particularly as it
pertains to the question of the existence of toxic thresholds. Next,
a number ofahe ret ct o ,i _l models which have been developed to describe.
6
x
_i
z
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uAth+ sisttcally tho rala t ianshte brttw en darw and romponro, and which
Ar# tho , bilittu .in whit'h risk enttleatom are► ostabltrhod, will be pro-i
volltod. Flintil y tho bitilap, toitl prow* iwtt whtzh itfluonra tho Mhap p tit
tho tlt so - rompotito eurvo hi' lilt 1pi t* transform inn *dmi ni itt omit it. ix ♦ i nt o
tin at oet tvo . omo will ho eonatitrritd,
no i!i ll.tiit it tom tsitt of t's i\t.^ tti"itititl'+ts
01 FIAliott v , t }'tit half Mit"ittlaa.t tho v,ttt,iiit; tVEire Ol ^^+t,tllt tt.tt t^iR+
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population rwspondty* (the irate at response to the populAt inn), ,juao-
t4l tra1Atttirwtat l %1 k1i ut ttawa-rrapot.ttaa data arts very Impart-Ant for that
teat iMbt ian at rttk, or the probabilitybility that a toxic ro sponro will
Occur at +inV 11von doatr of a toxicant,
lour those co"outidr t, apabl• of producing irrlevormthir toxte lt y
with lot* dol&a od onvot, thle tivia to ratpoanaa can also bee vonoidorol,l.
ritthhoin t14801 ht• reviewed the currant stature of ttawe-tit-o %*v %irr+nt•o+
d ►tM^e^rt► rlt,ittNe wotto+li% whit'h to hatod tin thoe Important (tnttitix tit
Pru ►*rev 11140) that tnor# 4* t* title* it ,titbit el4 trd vita doort+.tottnet
t	
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large and unrestricted populations, a few individuals any be so seensl-
a	 tive or susceptible to the e(feee'ts of a &Ivan toxicant * that any dose
of the agent is aseeae iAted With a small be seetsurable population rink
1179).
3
l
Much controversy currently centers on whether effective populat ion
thresholds, such as those which are Senerally agreed to exist for Veer-
t4in "nonstochastic" effects of toxicants, 	 also resist for "stoehastic"
eettects.	 NonatochA4tic otfects are those for which severit y of the
t
toxic effect to proportional to t 1m dose ie.g.,	 liver dasiag ee), and for
wieich there may exist a no effect level, for stochastic effects (*-A's
tumor deevrlopment) the probability of occurrence vArias with Aosee
tll+ttleer,	 1 y ld), !j
1
i	 rho most prov:tloat
	 toxicant* in the lattor eietegor y ores e4retno-
jams gild mutag e its,	 It is frequently argued that because: of
	 the± astah-
lisheu relationship between dos* and inciJenov of efteeet for those
elaerse s o( compounds,
	
there is some .finite prohabilitti of ook-tirroner
itivoc i.ited wilt! any Jose,	 ao clatter how low khut letr,	 14M.	 Ma ugh
t1 l)-78}
	 Oehrfng and 11.eu ktrtx"?a and $ehnctJvrman iind Brawn %,14.78),
ha ys o' xternsive lv re viOwadi ctec' OVidetWO 81,111port ir#-. araumimit s hotit for
.ettd agatnat	 the ex stello ; of
	 thresholds for sto p cast : of f o
	 t ,+.	 parti-
cularly	 8rivtly,	 those who .argue for the exintonee of
"	 tiurees holds eite a variety of repair, membrane barrier, or Imuttu-
`	 survicellan4e aueohAais -,; that art av ,tilable to preevOnt or Arreat the
toxic disease prrsaoosa.
	 Those who argue sgaiitat thresholds prestumc+
5
that initiation of the toxic disease process call occur by a sittglee,
of fect v# hit of a sit4let, susceptible telrget, following whie h,
Pr ^Mw
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progression of the injury is self-sustaining.
	 Az least one author
feels that for stochastic toxic effects, thresholds my Indeed exist
i
but at they level of numbers of molecules of the toxicant, not numbers
of grams ( Rail, 1978).	 Ultimately, resolution of the threshold debate
s
• for stochastic and certain irreversible, nonstochastic effects of
y
toxicants depends on the further elucidation of the smchant4ms under-
x
lyirg the toxic disease process,
because of the differences presumed to exist between their toxic
i}	 t
machanisms, particularly with regard to the threshold issue, different
` methods for determining acceptable exposure levels have developed to
treat either stochastic or nonstochastic effects of chemicals.
	
Tradi-
tionally, the approach which has been used for nonstochastic toxict-
F
ties is the *stablishment of "SNARL" values, the "suspected
-no-adverse-
response-level" (NAS-NRC, 1977).
	 SNARL values were established in an
t
effort torovida guidelines
	 orp	 S	 - drinking water standards;. a similar
k	 ,
}
approach was adopted by the World Health Organization to establish
acceptable daily intakes (ADI) of toxic residues in food.
	 The SNARL
{ or ADI value is obtained by applying safety and interspecies conver-
sion factors to the no-observed-effect-level (NOEL) inappropriate A
animal studies.
	 These safety or uncertainty factors vary widely.
	 The
approach adoptedpted by the National Academy of Sciences -;National
Research' Council (1980) has been to use a safety factor of 10 when
good humar►
 exposure data is available and supported by data in other
species, a factor of 100 when good data is available from one or more
species, and a factor of 1000 when data is limited or incomplete.
	 ,Jot
only do these safety factors differ from one author to the next, but
A
.:
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the subjective interpretation of what constitutes good data allows
eoasidertble room for variance in the evaluation of WARL values.
$*cause of the inability to establish conclusively whether delayed
onset stochastic effects exhibit thresholds, a more conservative
approach to risk assessment is warranted. This vethod, termed the
risk estivate method, involves the following
1) selection of an appropriate experimental bioassay
2) selection of a theoretical dose-responso model, and estion-
Lion of its parameters from responses at all dose levels
3) statistical extrapolation of the experimental results to low
doses outside the experimentally observable range
4) extrapolation of the estimated results in animals at the low
dose level to man, taking into account the inter- and intra-
species uiological variables which influence toxicity (lioel
of al., 1975) i
i
For those toxicAnts k'e.g., potent carcinogens) for which a thrt^shold
his not buen aeMMI5trated, the dose-response relationship i ,j extra-
polated to a level of "acceptable risk", a near-zero lifetime risk
first proposed by Mantel and Bryan (1901), and recently adapted b y the
Food and Drug Administration (Federal Register, 1977) and the later-
agency Regulatory Liason Croup (1979), to he a lifetime* responses lcivol
of 1 in 10 6, In the U. S., thin elevation in lifetime risk would
result in 3 cases per year; the dose corresponding to this lifetime
risk is called the VSD, or virtual safe dose (Scientific Comtrtee of
the Food Safety Council, 1980).
11
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Despite the fumattomal disttmstto" mWo betweeetm these two classes
of toxic effects, the scientific Csrstittss of the rood safety council
(1960), has recently sewed that the risk sstimate approach should be
SP pliod to nonstochastic as well as stochastic toxleities,	 The coo-
mittes stated that for nonstochastic raspons*#, a distribution of
unique throsholds exists Within a population, the eihimum of which
i
cannot be dotorminad a priori.	 Thus, the rink estimate method, which
Incorporates information from that shape and slope of an expertwontal 4
population's dowrasponse curve, is do~d nor* appropriate to give: 4
boat estimate, ot, an effoctivs population threshold for noncarcinogens.
Then committee generally rejects the, practice of establishing NCCL and
dNMtL values, whit:h disregard numbers of experimental animals and the
slope of the do**-response curve. 	 Additionally, many of the bio-
loaical phenomena which greatly influence the functionalf ctional shape of th*
dose-response curve, oapocially metabolic activation and deactivation
pror r esale, are common to bath stochastic and nonstochAstic responmeR.
Curtif told (1971) has expressed the opinion that dose-rosponsd curves
for Carcinogens ,i ►id noncarcinot*ns alike reflect the saturation of
protective, biological pracesses,	 in which case differences between the
dos*-response curves for acute or chronic,	 reversible or irre'versihle
toxicitias may primarily reflect kinetic differences rather than Of-
OMWAAL PAN is
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Mathematical Models of Des*-bep*%ao Curves for
Quantitative Risk Ratieeattom
As mentioned previously, oars of the primary steps in the derive-
tion of a qutntitative risk estimates is the specification of a theoret-
teal dose-response curve for extrapol ation to low dose exposures.
lluwarous models nave been proposed to describe how the probability of
a toxic response occurri t%, P, varies as a mathematical function  of
the dosage, 0. The following discussion of those mathesatteal models
will consider in detail only the fares of each model which is most cone-
sonly used to interpret quantal dose-response data. Although most of
the models can be adapted to tnclude a tin*-to-rosponse teas, since
this thesis is conc erned with the *cut * nonstoehartte toxicitY of car-
bon monoxide, timo - to-retsponse will not be discussed any further. T1w
types of models presented can be c4tojorised as either tolerance:
distribution models or hit-theory models.
`	 Toler4oce Distri hutio a Models
Theoretical dos*-response models which arse derived from the 4xsump-
tion thA r indivi dual threshold values or toleranc os vAry ,among a popu-
lation atoordirtA to some probability distribution art clasnif led as
tolerance distribution models (NAS-'tRC, 1980). Since a few individitalx
possessirg thresholds at the extreme# of tho distribution will eause it
to "trail" extensive ► y, the therm-ihold dos#s are frequently moa q ctrrd on ,:
log dose scale. These models Assume the general forte
6
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where F(D) is the probability of reopen" at does D. F represents the	 .
frequency function which describes the population's distribution of
thresholds, u is a location constant, and R is a scale constant. The
two soot common examples in this cis" are the probit model and the
bait model. The distribution of lo* tolsranaes, F, is definod as the
normal (Gaussian) distribution for the probit modal, and as the logis-
tic distribution for the loS it model (Noel $ 1960). The mathematical
f
equations of the resultant dose-response curves are Riven by
i
Y
Probit: P(D) s # (a + dlogb)
standard cumulative Gaussian distri-
bution
Logit.	 P (D)	 1 + exp {o + t309I1"1
Both modals are enaractorized by a signoidal dots*-responses curve. The
eff tic t of 'chxttging, the location constant, i, in the probit model earn
be seen graphically in rigor& 1. For a constant valuer of 0 (3 	 4)0
cha% es in c, shift the dose-response curve along the x axis; tt thusr
locates the mean of the threshold distribution (t.e. * the dose corra
spondir4; to 50% response) along the x - axis. Changing 0 however,
#	 while holdi ng o constant ( a # -1) causes the slope of the probit
curve to vary to steepness as shown in Figure 2. The ,logit model dif-
fare little from the probit model in the observable experimental range,
but at the extreme of the distribution approaches xaro response less
rapidly than does the probit, and therefore produces more conservative
N
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where r(D) is the probability of respon" at done fie, F represents the
frequency function which describes the population's distribution of
thresholds, (, is a location constant, and d is a scale constant. The
two most common examples In this class are the pro bit rodsl and the
iogit model. The distribution of log tolerances. F. is defined as the
normal (Gaussian) distribution for the probit del, and as the ir&is-
tic distribution for the logit model (Noel, 1960). The mathematical
equations of the resultant dose -response curves are given by
k
Probit: P(D) . s(n + alonD)
e standard cumulative Gaussian diotri-
bution
Logit: PM 0	 + txp -(a + rlogW -1
Both models are enaracterited by a sigsoidal dos*-response curve. The
effect of 'changiN the location constant, -i, in the probit model can
be seen 4raphleally in Figure 1. For a constant value of 8 (S . 4),
chareas in a shift the dose-response curve along the x - axis; ti thus
Locates the mean of the threshold distribution (i.e., the dose corre-
sponding to 50% response) along the x axis. Changing 0 however,
d
while holding a constant (a • 
-
1) causes the slope of the probit
curve to vary in steepness as shown in Figure 2. The logit model dif-
fors little from the probit model in the observable experimental range,
but at the extreme of the distribution approaches zero response less
a
rapidly than does the probit, and therefore produces more conservative i
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no's ( fishbeio, 1044). Neither cbate , of distributtes has strsR
biologtsai or mashodstis j%wtiftestieo to tUs sootost o but bstb have
bee" ssasd Qriteoaiw y stress	 7	 t i Wee Wesel► 	 O 6 WV
r
To"" data from a variety of tonlossts.
Tho prcobit 94W ►144 curare case be mWe lisssr by plotting the
doss-rospsose data on a I%-probability cowls, The utilfty of this
transrforrsattoo bees bee's dtooss"d by O'flahsrtl► (19R). 'Mw problt
transformation is derived frorer the established relationship between
the distant& to standard dovistion volts (me the mean of a formal
distribution &ad the poreent area wader the cowlat the normal curve.
udjaA this log•probit scale, the probtt lines corresponding to the
siguoi4al curves of fipuras l &od 2, are presontred to l a te;urov 3 ,end 4
respectively. The slope of the probic line is equal to ll *, and to
therefore indicAtive of the degree of variability in population sonst-
tivity to the toxicant; the steeper the IlLop3, the lees variable the
population response at a given dose.
slit— heoryModels
The theoretical basis for "hitnsss" model* iaa: the assumption th.aL
the site of toxicity has some number of critical targets which must be
"hit" orr_altered by a toxic agent before "1 toxic response is elicited
OAS-NRG, 1980). The concept of hit here implies any of a number of
dose-depend vot, biodhemiul events or transitional stages between
initiation and expression of the toxic effect, For these modals, the
_a
probability of response varies directly with dose, due to an incre .int-d
trance of a critical target being hit at higher dovagies, rather than to
^^	 ^	 ..wr	 ..r.	 y^.yyww^w^wWY ^WYYe . wr..^i^w w^Anll^/^I^PIw11M11Yr	
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a larger proportion of the population bola$ above threshold. Although
this sroup of models assum** the notmmistenee of a population thresh-
old, several will fit data with an apparent threshold, and haw boon
used to treat Jat,a from non- care Ineleas as well as carcinogens (Scien-
tific Cosmittere - Food Safety Council, 1960).
The sieaplest of the hit-theory models is the one-hit or linear
model first proposed by Arley and Lvorson (1953). The one-hit Bendel
&sousee• that the toxic mechanism is a one-step transition occurring at
a sirVIo target or receptor which has been exposed to a single, offec-
tive, :lose unit of a toxic agent. The equation of the dose-response
nerve can be written as
i
s
P(D) w l - exp(-4A)
wtrere i is a constant equivalent to the slope of the function at low
dose, levels; increasing 1 increases the steepness of the exponential
curve b4tween 0 and 100% response, to the low dose region, the our"
e
is essentially linear and the probability of response is directly
proportional to dose (i.e., P(D) .. ID) (tRLG, 1979; f`tsehhein, 1:980;
Haan eft sl., 1975). Since the one-hit has only one disposable para-
meter, a, it often fails to provide a suitable fit to data in the
observable or oxpeerimtntsl range of the dos*-response curve. Tt is
generally the most conservative hit-theory model; if the true shape of
the doge-response curve is sigmoidal, the linear model will over-
estimate the response rata at law doses by 200 to 400 percent (Butler,
i97F1) .
M
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A Seneralisation of the one-hit model is the smlti -hit or k-hit
model, for which at least k hits of a receptor are required to produce
a response. The dose-response curve for the model is approximated by
P(D) : (AD)k
k'
Far small values of ;ilk , this approaches P(D) * XD k , which is
e	 equivalent to log P(D) . loll + klog D; k then is equal to the slope }
of log P( D) versus log D ( Fishbein, 148C). Generally, the k-hit model
gives the highest VSD among the hit-theory modals.
t
A generalization of the multi-hit modal is the multi-stage model;
clue to its greater utility, the multi-stage model is more commonly used
than is the multi-hit. The model, originally proposed by Armitage and
Doll (1954 0
 1957), was developed to account for the observatie» that
adult human cancer incidence is approximately proportional to a high
power of age. Like the multi-hit, the multi-stage model is based on
the assumption that at single cell must undergo several, successive,
stabio changes prior to tumor development,, since the probability of
occurrence for each stage is time dependent, the overall incidence rate
thus increase sass a power of age. Unlike the multi-hit, the model
assumes that only some of these transitional events depend on the car-
cinogenic agent, while the rest occur spontaneously at a given rate.
This feature makes the model consistent with human and animal data
z	 which suggests cancer Incidence is proportional to dose or the Kquare
t
F
pp
:% W	 22
f dose, but no higher powers (!M$/NRC, 1977), The ee4ustion for the
curve say be expressed as
P(D) - 1 - exp-(ai 4. 01n)(,x2 + 02D)...(uk + 8kD)
where the important parameter, k, is Interpreted as the number of
events or stages in the carcinogenic process, a is the spontaneous
occurrence for each stage, and 3 represents a dose-dependent propor-
tionality constant for each stage (Fishbein, 1910). Though the assump-
tions of the multi-stage model are drawn from stochastic responses with
long latent periods, the model has been applied to acute lethality data
for botulinum toxin (Scientific Committee - Food Safety Council, 1980).
Carlborg (1981b) has discussed several drawbacks to the multi-stages
modal, the most significant being that it is mathematically undefinee
with regard to the choice of terms in the polynomial exponent.
Cariborg has demonstrated that there are innumerable ways to fit the
multi-stage model to .a given data set, leading to uncertainty about
both the number of stages, k, and the risk outside the observdhlu'
response range. This lack of definition, tie argues, does not occur
witty the Weibull model, another generalization of the one-hit model.
For the Weeioull model, the probability of response as a function
of doze can be written as	 •
rrnI a t — a4;, "(e. 4. Anm)
.t
•x
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fee parameter a represents the spontaneous background response rate
(i,e,, the response rater s observed in a control populeetion). Figure 3
illustrates how chaetieei in , alter the ieleibull doss response curve,
ieh,en d (0 • .045) and • (m • 5) are held constant  the valuer of a
primarily effects the extent of tailing, of thee function as sera
response rate is approached. The parameter 4 is a scale parameter
which primarily	 the slope or steepness of the Wolbull curve
withctet affecting the u4sic shape of the curve (*.8,y  sigeaaidal).
Tnis reelvio>nship is shown in Figure 6 for constant values of a (-.U1)
and ea (5). The critical parameter, m, determines the 04pe of the
Weibull curve, The importance of ae is illustrated in Figure
(adapted from Cariborg, labia); in le itturo 7, a is coneet.ent (- .UW41,
but the slop* parameter, 0 was varied to keel+ the curves on the xaato
'
	
	 scaler. Fox valuas of m	 1, the done-responeeee+
 functionl is rtiticave:•
ltiigh response rates even at tow do***), ltneiir for ae .. l ( they aree-tilt
made!), And sitmoidal to convex for m ' l ( low response rates even it
t high does*). rho latter erhara.• toristic aecounts for the modol`s
i
ability to fit data with an apparent threshold, dospite the y hit-theory
aeesumpt ion of no threshold (Carl borg, 1981a). The VSA pretticteed by
this model generally falls between then values for thou multi-hit dad
the multi-stage models (Scientific Committee - Food Safety Council,
1980). At prosoeft there is no physiological ititdrpretation of the
Important shape parameter, m, although Carlborg, (1981b) his siugge.4tetd
that the a term in they Wdibull oqueition may be related to thee number
of stages, k, in the multi-stags model by the relationship kC: • at.
i(
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Biological Considerations for *precies-to-#poulos gxtraipolation
it is apparent from the proceeding discussion that numerous th*o-
retical models haw► been proposed to describee the true shape of dose-F
response curves at low dose levels from assumptions ab+)ut the natisre
of the toxic event. However, the various dose-response curves may not
relate solely to Jiff *rent modes of action at receptors; differences
in haw an administered dose becomes an *((active dosv must Also he
considered. It Is an oversimplification to *quote the term dose, the
amount of a chemical administered, with the critical concentration of
the toxicant at the r*ceptor, which gives rise to a toxic offset. The
latter is a complex function of bath the actual exposure, and the hto-
r	 I	 chemical and physiological characteristics of the host (Schneiderman
and Brown, 1978). The compound dos*-response curve then depends on
the relationship between dust and the effective concentration at the
receptor, and between the effective conreutration and response
kNordbeerg and Strang*rt, 1178), The biological processes !which are
involved in the zonversion of an administered doss, to an effective
dose include: jL)uorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion. it
these, metabolism is often the most signif icant with repg.ird to risk
assessment.
Metabolism ran transform some or all of the administered Moue of i
{	 xenobiotic into innocuous ar readily oxcrvtable compounds, or may
produce hig+sly toxic metabolites via the same dogradetive pathways.
To assure reliable risk estimates, not only must allowances be made
for inteerindivdual variability in metabolism, but interspecies
4
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differences in metabolic pathways of efficiency swat be considered
(Umsey and Gehring, 1960). Confidence in quantitative itsferencts
drawn between species is highest for direct •actigg agents; chemicals
requiring bivactivvrtion sere subject to spec ies' variation In satur-
ability and ead•prneiucts of netsbolle processes (Nelson, 1978).
Substantial interspecies differences in the absorption, distribu-t
ion, or excretion of s chemical also can and do occur, which may
significantl y affect the shape of the does-response curve, particular-
ly at low doses. Generally these phenomena are considered on a case
by case basis and may be incorporated into th+e risk estimate process
in the force of additional safety or coversion factors.
occasionally, certain genetic, nutritional, sexual or developmental
cnarracteriaties can predispose a few Individuals or an entire species
to display a hyptrsensitivo respons e
 tot  a given toxicant. The pre-
vailieo regulatory assumption for the purpose of estimating risk to
.he S tneral human population, is that man must be considered the most
x
sensitive species until experimental evidence proves otherwise (IRL(,,
1919), tf such evidence is not available, the Environment a l Protec-
tion Agency has proposed as a rule of thumb, that man may be tenfold
more sensitive than the experimental animal used, and that there may
be a tenfold variation in sensitivity between individuals (Cornfield,
1977)
Additionally, safety factors such as those recommended by the
National Academy of Science for establishing SNARL values, may be
applied to VSD's obtained from the risk estimate approach. The
magnitude of thane factors will depend on a 'subjective interpreta clon
PAWIs
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of a number of biological and experimental variables, inclW
l) quality of the experimental dealt* and consistency ol
biological data
3) availability of supporting evidence from odwr in vit
epidesiologic, or struct4re-sctivity studies
3) observation of similar qualitative response in other species
4) conservittss warranted by the nature of the tonic response and
sits of the population at risk.
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Chapter 3
WlgRtALa a,
Mouse h+thaviorai Array - Adapted free Winslow (19SO
Uperieental Procedure
Tree-running, sale, Was-Webster ate• waIghind approximetely 35.40
$raw# were exposed to various concentrations of CO in air for up to 30
minutes. During +exposure, the ale* were continuously monitored for
their .ability to carry out a learned avoidance task. Nicer were trained
to jump to a pole upon presentation of a conditional stimulus (a tone
cue) in order to avoid an unconditional stimulus (an electric shock).
If the arouse fails to avoid the shock but can still ,lump to the pole
during the shock period, the behavioral response is teraeed an *ncape
rattier than an avoidance. During sxposuros, one-minute longg, tri.Ils
consisting of the conditional stimulus followed by the unconditional
stimulus and an utter-trial pause ware repeated continuously. The
initial behavi oral cha a is defined as the first trial the moucs
fails to avoid the shock, followed by failure to altoid in at least 4
of 6 subsequent trials. Loss of esc ape occurs at the first of 3 con-
secutive trials in which the mouse fails to escape the shock. The
exposure was terminated once 3o*s of sa^-ape us* established. For
further details of the experimental design of the behavioral assay,
the reader in referred to Winslow (1481).
30
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Complete details of the pole-jump chamber spealfiastiolm sod
operating procedures are provid" by Ninslow (llil). A piaturs of the
souse pole-jump to use is presented to figure S.
gat Physiological Assay
Lxperimwental Procedures
itestraintd, foal*, Sprague-Dawley derived rata (Simonsen Loos,
Gilroy) weithing approximately 223-273 grass were subjected to 20
minute logs, nors-only, inhalation exposures of various concentrations
of CO in air. Zxposures were conducted at the rage time + I12 hour
each day, since Cinkotai and Thompson (1466) have reported a diurnal
variation in pulmonary diffusing capacity for CO in hums.
During exposures l electrocardiographic and respiratory records were
obtained. At two nouns after the exposure was terminated, survivors
were sacrificed with CO2
 and cardiac blood samples (3 al) for enzyme
analysis were collsCred by cardiac puncture. The two hour post-exposure
sampling time was chosen on the basis of a preliminary study of the
tunas dependence of enzyme release in rats (a - 27) exposed to approxi-
mately 5100 ppm of CO for 20 minutes. Serum enzyme activities
immediately after exposure were slsnificantly increased but had not
peaked, while enzyme Activities in saMpler collected after the 2 hour
past-exposure sample, axnibited greater interindividua2 variation.
Asphyxiation by CO, was chosen as the method of choice for terY
mina►tion rather than cervical fracture, since in a preliminary study,
the mean serum enzyme levels from previously untreated rats killed by
J.,
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cervical fracture (a a 11) were from 2 to 10 times ,greater than those
observed for untrsa#,ed rats killed by CO2
 asphyxiation (n a 11).
glect coca rdlo A rg hi  and Res irato Monitors
Continuous respiratory and aloe tro card io$raphtc records of
restrained rats during exposures were obtained from a pair of t.ans-
thoracic, surfaces, disk electrodes. The electrode contact arena on the
chest of the rat was shaved at least 24 hours prior to CD exposures.
The electrodes were held in placed on the rat by a latex and velcro
Jacket (figure 9 r e d 10). The jacket was designed to allow secure and
correct placement of surface electrodes on unrestrained and unanesthe-
tiled rats. Electrocardiographic and respiratory responses are- nont-
Cored on a NARCO Physto3raph Model 6-3, equipped with topedence pneumo-
graph couplers (respiration) and hi-gain couplers (ICG), and on a GRASS
Model 79D Polygraph. Samples of control ECG and respiration records
are reproduced in Figure 11,
Serum Enz wo Analysis
Cardiac blood samples were collected and allowed to clot in
labelled, serum separator tubes (Mlerotainsr TH , Becton-Dickinson)
for 30-00 minutes at room temperature. They ware subsequently centH-
fuged at 5`C for 5 minutes at top speed in a dark top centrifuge.
t:idiv,dual serum samples were divided into aliquots and Chan trans-
ferred to labelled glase< ampulas-for storage at 4-8'C (maximum atabil
34
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Figure 9
Electrode ,
 Jacket for Electrocardiographic
and Respiratory Monitoring
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Figure 10
Flectrode Jacket on Rat
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dehydrogenase (LOW. Ynsyse analyses were conducted within 48 hours
of serum collection. Only non-hemolysed serum sasrples were used for
serum HADH and LDH determinations. since both *nay*** are released
from lysed red blood cells =
 hemolysis has no effect on serum CPK
activity (Drank et al., 1978).
TH
	
Calbiochem Bohring S.Y.K.
	
(s1wle vial reagent) diagnostics
were used for the determination of all ensyme activities. All reagents
and cofactors necessary for each assay were pre-packaged in sit4ile
vials, and were prepared fresh every AS hours as needed by rsconstitur
tiun with an appropriate volume of distilled water. The LOO assay is
modified from than procedure of Wacker at sl. ( 1956). The 1.nH
reaction measured is the following.
	
Pyruvate	
1.UR	
lactate
NAM NAn
thigh A340)
^i
rho progress of the reaction is followed spectrophotumetrically it 340
-3
nm. The 11BDH assay is oased tin the methods of Rosalki and Wilkinson
(1904). The H9Dti reaction
alpha-ketobutyrate	 NBDH	 , alpha-hydroxybutyrat+e
NADH	 ADr-')
(high A340)
l
}
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is followed spectrophotontritally at 340 r4w. The CPC assay is based
on the proeedures of Oliver (1953) and Rosalki (1967), The CPK
reaction
CPK
creatine phosphate + ADP	 )PI c y eatine + ATP
is linked in the assay to two other ensymre reactions which result in
the generation of NADPH from NAPP; the formation of NADPH is followed
spectrophotomittr1eally at 340 no.
	 j
The U.V. spectrophotometer used in all cases was a double-beam
Varian Tochni tron Model 635, equipped with a chart recorder and
circulstjr to maintain temperatures in the euvett+r compartment at an
jptimum 30'C througiaaut the reaction period. Three al of prepared
reagent and 30 t#1 of serum were incubated separately for 5 minutes in
a
a water bath at JU°C, then combined, transferred to a quartz micro-
cuvette, and placed in the spectrophotometer to he read against it
water blank for 7 to 10 minutes. The enzyme activities of the samples
were determined from the rate of change of absorbance at 340 nm per
minute, measured in the linear portion of the enzyme reaction curve.
Enzyme activity, is expressed in mIU of enzyme activity per ml of serum.
An IU, )r International Uaait, represents the amount of enzyme which
converts one mLcromole of substrate in one Minute, u.ader standard
conditions:
A quality control zheck was conducted daily using control sera
(Cal bi ache m-Behring r-kLTROL TM I, Sigma Enzyme Control --E) with
estaolistaed enzyme activity levels.
.ti
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lbysioloaical Response Chamber
The physiological response exposure chamber is a modular unit
desiSned to interface with the behavioral response chamber, and ei
the NASA Radiant Panel Furnace (for thermal combustion of polymers
a pare-gas delivery system (for CO exposures). The chamber consis
of a rectangular, plexigless sleeve, 12 in. long, 8.5 in. wide, at
4.5 in. deep. The sleeve is punctuated by twelve, level, 1 in.
diameter holes which interface with individual rat restraint tubes
(Fi;ure 12). The restraint tubes are constructed of 9 in. lengths
2 in. (inner diameter) plexiglass tubing (figure 13). The head at
the tube to fitted with a 1.25 in. deep cone, which has a 2 in. it
diameter proximally, and a 0.5 in. diameter distally. This nosepi
effectively allows one to channel the head of the rat Forward in s
tube, so that an inhalation-only exposure can be obtained ( Figure
only the nose and mouth of the rat project from the cone through i
opennire3 its the sleeve, and into the exposure chamber (figure 15),
adjustable teflon stoppor at the tail end of the restraint tube
accomodates tiie length of the tube to different weight animals.
Carbon Monoxide Delivery and Analysis
For inhalation exposures of CO, the behavioral response chamber
and physiological response chamber were sealed off and connected to a 	 `.
gas delivery apparatus. Tanks of 99.5% CO (Matheson certified stan-
dard) and breathing air were connected via a latex plumbing system to
two, separate, gas-f low controllers. Cases from the controllers were
a	 .,
.^
y
40
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Figure 12
Physiclugicil response Exposure Chamber
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Nose-only Inhalaticn E:.posuro
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homogenized by beiag pasaW through a 3 on diameter by 40 as lon gloss
tube filled with 3 mm glass beads. Any amber of bomogeeised gas six-
tares could be generated to lime bY► virturt of *furring flew rats*,
The homogenized gas Mixture was delivered to as islet in the top of the
s;.posurt module; a 4 in, fan located at the gas inlet ensures sapid and
complete mixing of the incoming Sass* critic the chamber atmosphere
r{
(figure lb).
Q.
The Sao mixture was delivered under slightly positive pressure and
was continually supplied throughout the course of exposure to Maint4in
relatively constant CO concentrations, Spent gas was vented through
an exhaust tube at the chamber bottom. At time zero, a mall volume
of 99.53 CO was in jected into the gas inlet near the fan, gust before
initiating delivery of the homogenized gas Mixture, in order to bring
the chamber atmosphere up to the desired CO concentration quickly
(within 2 minutes). Samples of the exposure atmosphere were withdrawn
by syrirte borough an air-tight septum in the chamber wall, just below
the level of the rata' noses. The CO concentration of samples Caked
at 2, 5, 10 0
 13, and 30 minutes into exposure, were analysed by molec-
uldr sieve chromatography against a standard curve prepared daily from
known concentrations of CO.
F The re sponse chambers and gas delivery system Were operated st all
times under a< walk-in fume hood, to prevent accidental exposures.
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The theoretical models cbosen to bo fitted to the behavioral and
physiological dose-response data for CO war* the ono-bit, probit, and
WWII, The probit model is a tolerance distribution ro4el in wide
use currently, and is not as conservative as the iogit model,. The one-
hit model is th+e most basic and conservative of the hit-ttrary models,
whi le 'Weeibull derived rf sk estimates generally fall between those for
then multi-hit 4nd multi-stage models. The Weibull is also better
defined mathematically than then latter as discussed in Chapter 2.
Par4m*ter* of the best-fit, least squaees curves for the one-hit
and Weibull models were determined with the aid of DYMACOHP, Incor-
poratod's software p4ckage, Regression TI (PAI AFIT), on -in Apple It
Computer. PAMFIT employs an iterative procedure in its regression
anxlysis to arrr.ve At the parameters of the best, leaet-oqu4rees curve
of the fume-tional form entered by the user. 11wq!_±fired inputs from the
user include an upper limit on the number of iterations, initial esti-
matas, for the parameters and are approximate order of utu artainty in the
estimates. The number of Iteration* was increased and now parameter
estimates were entered until a stable value for the standard deviatiun
of the regression was obtained.
ra,r:amoters of ttm maximum likelihood fit of the probit model were;
estimated by the method of Bliss (1938). The method is an iterative
weighted regression procedure. Briefly, the data are plotted nn a Inq-
probability scalet, usir4 log units for dose, and probit units for por-
cent response. Tables from Finney (1952) wear* used to convert the
fi
C
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percent response directly into probtts. A provisional line was then
fitted to the points by eye, and provisional wriAhts :nor tho data
points on the basis of this line were determined. A "rtes of calcu-
latiuus,(lreratlan) ,ore performed with the provisional weights and
problts, which result ;n a corrected line closer than the provisional
to the actual mrximuo likelihood line. If the corrected line is claw	 {
to the provisional line, as determined by a X 2 test, no further compu- 	 M
tAtioas are nea:vssary. It net, the corrected line bdoawes th+e pruvi-
sional line and the iteration is repeated as often as neeassary
(Howlett 4ad PlAckott, 1979).
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Chapter 4
MIULTS
Mouse behavioral oat&
Quantal Doss-Regonse Curve for the Initial Behavioral Chas*
Data obtained by Winslow (1961) on the effects of CO on motivated
behavior using the pole-jump apparatus, are reprinted In Table 1.	 The
dose Of & tOXIC4nt adisinisterod during an &auto Inhalation exposure is
commonly expressed as a concentution-tino (CT) value; CT Is the pro-
duct of the toxicant concentrdtion In ppm, and the duration of expo-
sure in minutes.	 If the CT value adequately describes the dose of an
inhalant, then the CT at which a specific toxic response is observed
should be approximately constant.
	
However, Winslow observed that CT
for the initial behavioral charge was not a constant.	 lit suggests
that a better description of the dose at which the initial behavioral
0.3
response occurs is Cr
	 the c^*,) , centrstion of CO is therefore of
0.3&raster import than the duration of exposure.
	
The CT	 value
(listed in column 5) at which the behavioral response occurs will
h*^-^af ter be considered as the dose of carbon monoxide administered.
By definition,
	 the initial beh4vioral change is an all-or-none
event,	 i.e., a quantal responge.
	
Figure 17 is a frequent:y histogram
0.3which relates the dose of CO 3 expressed as a CT	 value, with
A
response,	 the number of individual mice exhibiting the initial behav-
ioral citange at thit dose.
	
Arbitrary dose- I ncrements were chosen '_;uch
0.3tnat all animals responding within a CT	 range of	 ppm-minutes
48
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sumary of Motivated Behavior Changes
Observed Duriae Acute CO Uposures 2
9cpsr1Ment	 Initial Time to A era8e Initial
i	 BehAvioral initial (CO) at Behavioral
Chat** Behavioral V"itiol Chad
CT Chaa4a Mha vi ore 1 C'TQ
(PPe-Min) (min) Char4t (ppO-Min)
(PPS)
M-24 7203 2.2 3274 4148
M-19 11866 5.5 2257 3597
08-3 10125 4.5 2250 3533
M-20 11117 5.8 1929 3269
OP6 9503 5.3 1793 2957
0E-5 11544 7.0 1649 2956 j
M-18 10428 6.4 1629 2843 i
M-8 11792 8.4 1404 2659
011-8 11544 8.4 1374 2602
M-17 21347 8.2 2384 2602
OD-9 6972 4.2 1660 2553
03-7 10882 8.0 1360 2534
M-21 14043 11.6 1211 2526
M-12 5652 3.4 1662 2399
M-6 9500 7.2 1319 2385
OB-2 8183 6.0 1364 2335
M-5 9000 6.9 1304 2328
M-16 13510 12.4 1090 2320
M-15 15367 17.0 904 2115
M-7 3925 2.5 1370 2067
M-22 5433 4.5 1207 1895
M-:.3 10360 12.3 842 1788
M- O 6832 6.8 1005 1786
08 .1 9830 12.0 819 1726
:4- 14 9349 11.7 799 3673
M-11 4181 6.0 697 1193 s
1	 Data reprinted from Winslow, 1981.
Experiment +fM-25 and M-26 were omitted since times to initial be-
havioral cnange and to lose of escape were not consistently . •e-
ported, precluding the deterxainntion of CTO.3 values.
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were grouped together. 'thus, it can be seen that one souse displayed
the initial behavioral charge between carbon sonoxide CT O * 3 values
of 1000 to 1,00 ppa-minut*s, no nice displayed the initial behavioral
chac4e between CT 03 values of 1200 to 1400 ppm-minutes, etcetera.
Figure 18 is the quantal do ge-response curve obtained by a cumula-
tive summation of the frequency histogram in Figure 17. This trans-
formation is described by Hewlett .,id Plackett (1979). The curve in
the result of adding together the number of animals exhibiting the
initial behavioral charge at or below a given carbon monoxide Cil' l
value, and converting this number to a percentage of the total number
of animals tested (n a 26). The data are presented in tabular form in
Appendix 1. The percent of animals responding at a given dose here-
after will be equated with the probability of response at that same
doge. If 8ol% of a test population responds at dose x, the risk or
probability that any member of the population will response at dose x
is also 80% or U.8, provided the test population is an accurate sample
of the:-entire population.
pcte-hit. Frobit and Welbull Models Fitted to Initial Sehxavior.al Cna e
Data
Figures 19, 20, and 21 rmpresent respectively the best-fit curves
of the one-hit, prubit, and Weibull models to the quantal dose-
response curve generated in Figure 18 from the initial be. avi ar.Y l
coange data. The beat, least-square* fit of the one-hit and Weihull
models was determined by the PARAFIr program. To prevent an overflow
in the iterative program, it was necessary to divide the carbon
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monoxide CTO.3 values by 1000 for these two models. The max#exam
likelihood fit of the probit model we determined by the method
described by Miss (1936). The calculations involved in the fitting
of this ptoait line are included in Appendix 2.
The equations of the best-fit curves for the models are summarised
in Table II. For each carbon monoxide CTO ` 3 value associated with
an observed probrbi lity of response from the initial behavioral chants
data (Appendix 1), an expected probability of response is cstculateJ
using;  these model equations. The expected probabilities of response
as a function of carbon monoxide CT0.3 , for the one-hit, probit, and
Weibull models are givtn in Appendix 3, 4, and S. Diffvrences between
observed and expected probabilities of response wore then analysed for
each model. The chi-square value, a measure of the ,goodness of tit of
the model to the initial behavioral change data, is reported in column
3 of Table Ii.
The carbon monoxide CTd ' 3 value associated with a probability of
1 in 106 of the initial behavioral response occurring, is determined
by extrapolation, The value predicted by each of the models as the
dose of CO corresponding to this very low risk, is listed in column
of Table II
uantal Do »et Respone* Curve for the Loss of 8,sca e
T d	 b i db Wf 1 1981 k4  1 1	 fastne eta a to ne	 y no WW (	 ) w c re ate Woes o	 ape	 I
behavior as a function of carbon monoxide concentration and exposur.-
s	 duration are reprinted in 'Table IIT. Again, the CT o.3 value pro-
video a better description of the dose of CO, since the CTQ» 3
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fammary
 of Motivated lohovior Ch4a4jss
observe. During Acute CO Exposures 1
toss ofExperiment	 Lass of Tim to Average
N Escape Loss of (CO) Roca Q
CT Escape at Loss C1'0.
(pps-win) WO of 198aspe (PPO-win)
We)
M-24 7203 2.2 3274 4148
Os-3 11913 5.5 2166 3612
M-19 11866 5,5 2157 3597
02-9 12924 6.5 1988 3486
OP5 14387 8.2 1735 3299
M-20 11187 5.8 1929 3269
M-21 29286 24.0 1220 3165
05-2 13361 7.9 1691 3144
M-12 9079 4.6 1974 3120
Os-7 15267 10.3 1482 2963
Os-6 9503 5.3 1793 2957
M-18 10428 6.4 1629 2843
OB-8 13820 917 2425 2817
M-Io :4138 17.1 1178 2761
M-8 13 241 9.6 1379 2 713
M-11 20497 18.6 1102 2649
M-17 11347 8.2 1384 2602
14-15 '"1074 23.2 951 2442
M-6 9500 7.2 1319 3!35
M-5 9000 6.9 1304 2328
M-1 3925 2.5 1570 2067
OB-1 14915 17.0 877 2052
M-13 15891 19.7 807 1973
M-22 5433 4.5 1247 1895
M-23 6832 6.8 1005 1786
.4-14 9349 11.7 799 2671
l Data reprinted from Winslow, 1981.
!	
* Experiment fM-25 and M-26 wars omitted since tines to initial be-
havioral change and to loss of escape were not consistently re-
ported, precluding the determination of CTO.3 value$.
f
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values corrospondirig to loss of sews* are more nearly constant than
are th► CT values.
Figure 22 represents the frequency histogram derived from the data
In T.eole tit. The number of nice disp laying the quantal response,
loss of escape, for each successive carbon monoxide CT 0 ' 3 increment
of 200 ppm-minutes is plotted. The quantal dose-response curve
resulting from the cumulative summation of this freg atacy histogram is
snown in Figure 23. The data points of Figure 23 appear in tabular
form in Appendix 6.
One-Hit Probit and Weibull fbdsls Fitted to Loss of Esc j2* Data
The best-fit curves of the ono-hit, probit, and Wetbull models
applied to the loss of escape data (Figure 23), are graphed in Figures
24, 2% and 26. The paramotors of the one-hit and Weibull models were
determined using the PARAFtT program; to prevent program overf low, theq
CT 	 values for CO were divided by 1000 before fitting; these func-
tions, The probit model was fitted by oceans of a maximum likelihood
estimation proc*duro suggested by Bliss (1938); the calculations re-
quired by this method are listed in Appendix Z.
t
The ag4atl. uns which best describe the best-fit curve for each
model are given in Table IV. The expected possibilities of response,
calculated from the model curve equations as a function of carbon
munoxid+e .T0.3 , are given for the threte models in appendix 8, 9, and
10, The chi-square values, indicating tho .goodness of fit of the
model curves to the loans of escape observations Are included to Table
i
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IV. The table also lists the extrapolated values of the dose of CO at
which a very low risk (l In 10 6) of loss of escape is expected.
Rat Physiological Data
t Effects of CO on Serum Enzyme Activities:	 Graded Response
Table V summarizes the mean serum activity levels of lactate
dehydrogenase (LDH), alpha-hydroxybutyrat+e dehydrogenase (HBOR), and
G creatine phospnokinase (CPK), in rats two hours after 20-minute expo-
	 a
s
sure* to various concentrations of CO ii air.	 The control group of
F
rats consists of seven previously untreated rats and seven sham-treated
rats.	 Sham-treated rats were restrained in the animal exposure chamber
for 20 minutes, during which time they inhaled room air.
	 No statisti-
cally significant difference was observed between mean enzyme levels
of untrc.ited and sham-treated rats (twos-tailed T test, 95% confidence
level).
r
Figures 27, 28, and 29 represent the graded response curves
t
generated from the data in Table V.
	 The intensity of response (the
amount of enzyme pry: sent in serum) varies as a function of the dose of
CO, expressed as a CTQ ' 3 value.	 The CTO '	 relationship was chosen
r
to express the dose of CO in order to maintain continuity with the
mouse behavioral data.
	 however, for the purpose of mezisuricu the
physiological, responses of rats to CO, the exposure duration was
always 20 minutes; since T is constant, CTO . 3
 is directly
proportional to CT.
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Figure 27
Graded Response Curve for Serum LDH
Activity an a Function of Carbon Monoxide CT0.3
Serum lactate dehydrogenase activity in rats, two hours after a 20
minute exposure to various concentrations of CO in air. Values plotted
are mean + 1 standard deviation; n w
 number of rats in sample.
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Figure 28
Graded Response Curve for Serum HBDH
Activity as a Function of Carbon Monoxide CTC'
Serum a-hydroxybutyrate dehydrogenase activity in rats, two hours .after a
20 minute exposure to various concentrations of CO in air. Values plotted
are mean+ 1 standard deviation; n = number of rats in sample.
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Figure 29
Graded Response Curve for Serum CFK u.
Activity as a Function of Carbon Monoxide CT
Serum creative phosphokinase activity in rats, two hours after a 20
minute exposure to various concentrations of CO in air. Values plotted
are mean ± 1 standard deviation; n _ number of rats in sample.
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If facto of CD on serum gnsymo Activiti±eet Quantal xesaonse
in order to transform the graded response curves of Figures 27,
28 0 and 29 into quantal dose-response relationships, a response
criteria was established. The criteria chosen was an increase in
strum enzyme activity greater than or equal to the observed mean con-
trot value + three standard deviations (Table V). Thus, ato individual
rat would have shown a response to CD if it had s post-exposure, serum
eenzvrse activity greater than or equal to a value of 56.4 siU/ml for
LDH, 57.3 mIU /ml for HSDH, or 127.6 mlU/mI for CPK. The reasons for
this choice of criteria are the following. Presumably, differences in
seruct enzyme activities of control rats are the result of normal b0-
logical variability and not profeund differences in health. The range
of !serum enzyme activities observed in the control sample will thus be
defined as normal, and values outside this range will be considered a
significant response. If serum enzyme activitieO in th,e healthy rat
population are distributed normally, then only 0.2% of the means of
equal-sized samples from this population would be expected to have-
enzyme activities which tall outside the range of values given by the
mean + three standard deviations. Also, none of the observed serum
enzyme levels of individuals in the control sample felt outside the
race designated by the mean + threw standard deviations; this was not
the case if the mean + one standard deviation or the mean + two stwxn-
dard deviations was substituted for the response criteria.
Tables Vl, VII, and VIII summarize the results of quantal analysis
of the serum enzyme data using the response criteria. The enzyme.+ d=atan
4
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Quantal Analysis of increases in $*rut LDN Activity
Occurriog in Response to Carbon !Monoxide
Uperiaent Carbon Number of Rats ro!ppondtng Probability
flaCraids --Mmoer or racs 'tos g oo— of Response
{ppa-min}
C-4 2.95 x 10 3 3/21 0.273
C-3 6.42 x lo 3 7/10 0.700
C-0 10.31 x 20 3 9/10 0.900
C-1, C-2 12.46 x 10 3 6/6 1.000
Response is defined as a serum LDH activity greater than or equal
to the aeon control value + 3 standard deviation*
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TABLi vtt
Quantal Analysis of tacreaw in serum RIM Activity
Occurrigg in Response to Carbon Monoxide
Uperiment Carbon Number of rats responding * probability
Manira Number or	 o of response
(ppa-sin)
C-4 2.95 y 10 1 3111 0.212
C-5 6.42 x 103 9/10 0.904
C-b 10.31 x 10 3 10110 11000
C-1, C-2 1010.66 x 10 3 616 1.400
Response is defined as a serum RBDH activity greater than or equal
to the mean control Value + 3 standard deviations
NMM
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Quantal Aeulysts of tacroasoa in $or= CPK iativity
Occurring in ieoponoo to Carbon Monoxide
Lxperlaeut	 Carbon	 Dumber of rats
	 rdaponding* 	 Probability
Monxilo
	 or response
(pp4•oin)
C-4	 2.911 x 103	4/11
	
0.364
C-3	 6.42 x 103	11/11
	
1.000
C-6	 10.31 x 103	 10/10	 1.000
C-1s C-2	 12.46 x 103	7/7	 1.000
# Response is defined as a serum CPK activity greater than or equal
to the mean control value + 3 standard deviation*
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or the probability of response, as a function of the carbon monoxide
CT0 '3 , and can thus be applied to the theoretical, dose-response
models.
one-Hit, Probit, and Weibull !Models Fitted to Serum Unsymo Data
The best-fit curves of the one-hit, probit, and Wsibull models to
the quanta,! dose-response data for serum LDH (Table VI) ate plotted in
Figures 30, 31 0 and 32, respectively. Figures 33, 34, and 35 represent
the best-fit curves of these functions to the quantal dose -response
data for KBDH (Table VII). However, it did not seem appropriate to
apply these models to the quantal data for CPK (Table VIII). With
only one intermediate response rate observed (all other response rates
were 100X), the error in estimating the critical parameters in the
model equations is potentially very large.
The equations which describe the best-fit curve of each model to
the quantal enzyme data are given in Table IX for LDH, and in Table X
for HBDH. Tables IX and X provide a summary of the goodness of fit of
each model, and the predicted carbon monoxide CTO.3 expected to pro-
duce a response *H to of 1 in 10 6. Valises of expected versus observed
response rates for each model fitted to both LDH and 1,DBH data, are
given in Appendix 11 13 0 13, 14, 15, and 16. Calculations involved
in the fitting of the probit model to the LDH and HBDH data are found
in Appendix 17 and 18.
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21tctrocardi2araphic and Respiratory Changes in Res
Rot *nought replicate records were obtained to establish a does-
response relationship for electrocardiographic or respiratory changes
as a tunction of CO. However, the following changes in these physio-
logical parameters wore observed in individual rats. At a CT O " for
CO of 2950, an increase in heart rats of 18% relativ e to control, was
observed, and a decrease in respiratory rate of 14% was observed. At
a CT0.3 for CO of 6420, a heart rate depression of 16%, and a respi-
ratory rate depression of 19% was observed. At u CTO' 3 for CO of
10,310, a depression of 18% in the heart rate and a depression of 40%
In the resp ira tory rate occurred. At a CTO.3 for CO of 126460,
heart rate depressions of 50 and 40% war* observed, and a respiratory
depression of 77% occurred. Additionally, at a CT 0.3 of 10,310,
8.32 lethality was observed, and at a CTO.3 of 12,460, 14.82
lethality occurred.
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As stated previously, the risk estimate procedure entails the
following;
I. selection of an appropriate experimental bioassay
ii. selection of s theoretical dose-response model(s), and
estimation of its parameters from data
iii. extrapolation of experimental results to very low probabili-
ties of response outside the experimentally observable range
of response, based on the best-fit equations of the theoret-
ical model(s)
iv. extrapolation of predicted response rates in animals at low
dose levels to man, by the application of interspecies con-
version factors,
Each of these steps in the risk estimate process will now be addressed
in turn, as they pertain to the estimation of a VSn (virtually safe
dose) for man, based on the behavioral and physiological responses of
i
rodents to CO.	 '
s
	 The behavioral and physiological assays which were chosen and
testes! with CO, incorporate a number of important features relevant to
risk estimation in their experimental designs. The assays provided
quantitative, dose-response data from two mammalian species and both
's	 a
•	 sexes at multiple dosages of Co. Most importantly, these assays
utilized a number of sublethal toxic tndpoints, thus providing a range
of toxin sensitivities.
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The theoretical doss-response models chosen to be fitted to the
dose-response data generated from these assays, are representative of
the two general classes of theoretical modois, tolerance distribution
and hit-theory models. The probit model, based on the assumption that
toxic thresholds are distributed normally in a population, has been
more widely used than other tolerance distribution models. The one-
hit model is the simplest of hit-theory models, while the W*Ibull
model in one of a number of Staeralisations of the one-hit model. All
of the hit-theory models are derived from the assumption of no-thresh-
old, but the Weibull model fits data with an apparent threshold quite
well (Garlborg, 1961a). Additionally, this selection of theoretical
models represents a r4tWe of conservatism. Since thee rapidity with
whLah each model generally approaches zero response differs, the pre-
dicted VSDs derived from the models will also differ. The one-hit
model is most conservative in this r+espoct the probit model and
Weaibull model are considtraably less consecrvAt ive,
It is apparent from Tables 11, IV, IX, and X (Results) than the
Wei.buli and probit models consistently provide good fits to both the
behavioral and physiological dose-response data, as determined by a
ehi-square test. The one-hit model however, gives only a very poor
f it to any of the data sets, and will therefore not be considered any
further for the purpose of estimating human risk,
The VSD is by general consensus agreed to bee the dose correspond-
log to a response rate of 1 in 106 0 and is obtained by extrapolation
of the best-fit, theoretical dose-response curve below the experi-
mentally observable range of responses. By comparison, the VSns for
ORMIMas PAN Is
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rodents derived ftoo the probit model were more conservative than the
VSDs derived fro* the iloibull model for all but tine of the toxic
responses of Interest (see Tables tY, Up IX, and X). In order to
complete the risk estimate process by extrapolating from these esti-
mueted VSDs for rodents to predicted V30s for wen, the biological fee-
core which mediate toxicity must be considered.
tnt*rspscios Variables that Affect TWeity
Of the many biological processes which influence the ultimate
expression of a toxic response, absorption, metabolism (whether do-
tuxification or bioactivation), and elimination are generally very
important for acute, inhalat0ft idtoXlcstions.
During an Inhalation exV4Fure, the amount of CO which can be
absorbed by the blood depends primarily on the amount of blood avail-
abie, the diffusion capacity of the respiratory membrane for CO, and
the amount of CO available in the lunge durinj that time (Pace et al.,
1946). The amount of blood available, or the to;;al blood volume,
varies directly with body weight in mammalian species (Sjbstrand,
1962). The amount of CO available in this lungs is a .unction of
respiratory rate and tidal volume. The resting minute respiratory
a
volume (respiratory rate times tidal volume) for mammalian species is
approximately proportional to a power of body weight (Cuyton, 1947).
An experimental, estimate of the respiratory diffusing capacity for CO
in rodents (mice) has recently been reported (Depladge at al., 1981)
87
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and when adjusted for body wslSht, to the saws order of magnitude as
the values observed for humans (Coburn et 1., MS).
To estimate the relative netts of uptake , of CAF between two
sawslian species, Haldane (1$95) therefore used the following
empirical relationships
4
J
ratio of rates of CO absorption a .ratio of bodv surface arses
ratio of body weights
Since body surface area in mammals is proportional to the 2/3 power of
body weight, this equation reduces toe
ratio of rates of CO absorption a (ratio of body weights)-1/3
Thl., Walationship reflects the dependence of the rate of CO uptake on
blond volume and minute respiratory volume, both of which vary with
body weight. By substituting intoin  this equation, th! ►
 average weight
of a mouse ( . 0:375 kg) or rat ( . 250 kg) used in these studies, or a
ref ersnce weight of 70 kg for humans (TCRP, 1975), the followi ng
interspecies conversions for the rates of Co absorption are obtained.
A mouse will absorb CO appraxLmstt ,-^y 12 r..imev faster than a hu;*Qn. A
rat will absorb CO aVproximstjiy 6.5 times faster than a human.
Once absorbed, metabolic conversion of Co vie oxidation of CO2
is generally considered to occur in only negligible amounts in mammals,
although potential CO metabolism durigg &cuts Co intoxication is not
well studied. During prolonged exposure (4 days) to low concentrations
*	 (700-900 ppm) of CO, the sow disappearance of CO from the blood vta
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oxidation has been observed in ales (Root, 1965), and has been s ml-
larly reported to occur in wan (Forbes et 1., 1945). to humans, fol
lowigi inhalation of large, single doses of radiolabefied CO, Tobias
and associates (1945) observed that less than 0 . 1% of the amount of CO
eliminated from the blood during the first hour post -exposure was
oxidised to CO2.
The major route of elimination of CO from the body for all
mammalian species is gees exchange via the lungs. Carbon sonoxide is
released f rom the lungs by diffusion across the resp ira tory membrane
once the partial pressure of CO in physical solution in the blood
exceeds the partial pressure of CO present in the alveoli ( Forbes et
al., 1945). Thus, the same factors which govern the uptake of CO in
the blood are responsible as well for its removal. It is interesting
to note that the average carboxyhemoglobin (COEIb) half-lifts of 250
minutes for man (Root, 1965) is approximately 11 times greater than
the average COUb half-life of 23 minutes for mice (Winslow, 1981).
This eleven-fold faster elimination of CO in mice relative to man is
consistent with the twelve-fold faster uptake of CO in mice estimated
previously.
Estimation of a Virtually Safe Dose of Carbon Monoxide for Man
Based on the preceding discussion, it is apparent that a conver -
sion factor to account for interspecies differences in rates of CO
a,^sozption should be included in the risk estimate procesa. Since
metabolism of CO, at the low rates generally reported for mammals, is
i
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axpected to be main muel ducts* very brief exposure duration* such as
were used in those . experiments, no conversion tactor• for metabolism
will be applied. ;Wditianally, elimination of CO from the blood
should not occur to any substantial degree during the course of the
Acute exposure while CO is h-ins continually supplied in the inspired
,sir. Under those conditions, the ,amount of CO in solution to the
blood should eventually come to an equilibrium which would not dint-
n+sh signit iciAntly until the CO supply in the inspired air was de-
creased or stopped. to the case of the mouse behavioral assay, bath
toxic endpoints develop during the course of exposure while •liming
tion of CO from the blood its not so important consideration. Howevor,
even tnough tho serum enzyme responses Are measured two hours post-
exposure, duri ►yj whi,•h time n large portion of Ct, is und ►eabtedty
eli ►ninAted, that/ are prd q umed to be an index of th^ irreversible
collul4r damago initiated duri ►g the 4cutr exposure period. The
a1311earance of these enzymes in extraceliulsr fluids following 'Co expo
s%iry is a time+-JepenJent phenomenon (Penney AM MAZIArkit, 1 97 6) and
,serum a ►:tivity It-vets continue to Increase for several hor ►rs post-
exposure, Jo!ytte largo decreases in blood CO concentration during the
	
a
r tiame time period. Thervlore, no conver4lon factor for elimination
will be .►ppliod in the risk estimate to follow.
Tito it ►terspeotes conversion fActors for relatives ('0.4hnorpt ion
ratvo ;•epreseant it time factor, And as Minh, must be raised to the 0.1
Y
► 	 power to maintain consistency with the CT O ` i units in which the
rod ►ant VSD estimates are expressed. The 12 times faster opt:►ko of CO
in mice versus man becomes a factor of 2.1; the 6.5 times fagt4r
ia.
t
Y
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uptake ci 00 in rats versus man becomes a factor of 1.13. Since the
r
faster rata s of absorption of CO in the rodent species imply greater
sensitivity at equivalent CO exposures, these factors must be multi-
plied by the appropriate rodent VSDs to arrive at estimates of VSDs
for man. The rosultire predicted VSDs fo! man based on each of the
a
toxic responses of interest are summarixod in 'Fable XI. 	 +
Additional safety factors to allow for interindividual variability
in CO uptake and sensitivity would necessarily be considered for the
purpose of ostablishir4l regulatory guidelines. However, for the pur-
pone of examining how well human risk eestiaustes extrapolated from
{
behavioral and physiological responses in rodents correlatee with
,available data on human responses to CO, no arbitrary safety factors
a
were included in the predicted human VSDs.
-1
y
Compariaon of Predicted Human VSDs with Aekite Responses, to CO is Tian
only a f ow quantitative studies of the acuto effects of C IO in
humans are avilable at the range of CO, --once tit rations in which the
rodent tests were onducted (i.e., 70U ppm and greater). It is impor-
3
t ant. to consider only similar acute. CO exposures in man since there is
evidence that the rate of CO saturation in the blood affects toxicity,
P,levova ,And Frantik (1974) compared the motor performance of rats at
equivalent COHb levels which were reached unour different exposure
Y
conditions. Rats exposed to 700 ppm of CO .`or 30 minutes developed a
+	 COHb level of 19.6% and displayed a decrement in motor performance of
oUZ, while rata exposed for 24 hours to 200 ppm of CO developed 'a
WIN I
ia
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'Estimated Human VSDs for Single, Acute CO ftposures
Toxic response
	
	
Predicted VSDs for wean estimated
from toxic responses in rodents
fitted tart
Wye i bul l	 Prao i r
model	 wde1
CT o.3	 :To.I
(P pm-mi n)	 (ppm-min)
Initial behavioral change 	 1555	 1214
Loss of esc Ape	 '1400	 1 t31
i	 Serum LD11 activity 5 mean	 90	 30
control value + S S.D.
Serum HADE! activity : moan	 941	 974
t	 control value + 3 3.D.
i
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slightly higher CDHb of 22.9%, but displayed a decrement in motor per-
formance of only 33%. Although the COO levels did not differ signi-
f tcantly in either case, the CTO, 3 values for exposures were dif-
f erent. The CT0 ` 3 value for CO associated with greater decr ment in
motor performance is 1942, while the lesser decrement was observed at
a CTOJ of 1772. Sappiinen and associates (1977) similarly suggest
that the rate of COHb saturation influenced the sensitivity of a test
of visual perctp tion in humans.
The human studies reported in the literature which involved CO
exposures of 700 ppm or greater are summarized in Table Xtt. The
drat five studies wore conducted at avorage levels of CO sgjivalent
to those tested In the mouse behavioral and rat physiological assays.
One of the studies ( Pace at el., 1946) was intended as a CO absorption
study for the development of an equation for the rate of COO forma-
tion. Unfortunately, no subjective or objective tests of toxicit y were
conducted or reported, although presumably the CO exposures tested were
survivable under the experimental conditions given. The last two 	 i
4
	 studies were vonducted at exposure concentrations of CO up to 10 fold
greater than were tested in the rodent assays. These exposures were
or a necessarily short duration, usctally less than 2 minutes.
It is apparent from the predicted VSDs for man reported In Table
XI, thit the rodent assays present a range of sensitivities to the
effects of CO. Intuitively, one would expect to sate a progression
J
L
from cellular injury,j ^ (enzyme releases) to a moderate p sychomotor change
(initial behavioral change) to a severe psychomotor deficit (loss of
esc:ape), as the c arbon monoxide CTp•3  value increases. The VSDs
• qr
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redictsd for man can the basis of the
 rodent data reflect this rela-
tionship; the VSD derived from chaehdseh in serum ensymet activities is
lower than that for he initial behavioral chants, which to in turn
towesir than the VSD east+usated from lass of escape. A range of toxic
sensitivities can Also be observed in the hus*sn data reported in Table
X11, although they t oxic responses reported differ quAlitativerly from
thrice measured in the cadent assays.
The highest VSD estimate for man (CTS• } ^+ .400) which was
obtainod using the Weinull curve for the loss of escape in Coo (Table
XL), is about the saw as the CT0 ' 3
 value at which McFarland ;1913)
reports a m4rgta4l!v significant chao&* in a complex pave homotor tank
in humans (Table X11). The psychomotor task tested in H FArlAndls
study consisted of two superimposed tasks, not required pressing ath
appropriate foot switch in response to one of two lights, And the
other required dressing appropriate fingrr switehes to respousrre to on#
of six lights.
By comparison, the►
 highest estimated VSD of .1 401 (CT 0. 3 ) might
appear too coo-%eRrvat the with respect to the last two human sstudies>, in
Table U, in wid,: h OT0.3 values for CO of from 35,600 to b1, 57
were tolerated, Howevor, there is an important difference in the	 a
exposure conditions for the mouse behavioral assa y
 vartiuK the exposure,
Condition$ for tine majorit y
 of the human studies. in the _former c.he:e,
tine mice area free-runniiV and must perform coordinated motor tasks 	 j
a
tisol e-jumps ) under stressful conditions (Winslow, 1981), in the
latter, human subjects are usually at rest.
.ORNWft PAGE W
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In mammals, the minute respiratory volume is sensitive to both 	
F
stress and smount of activity or work. The minute volume may increue
by three fold with light work (walking on a level) and up to five fold
under conditions of heavy activity (slow jog trot) (Forbes yet ai.,	 i
1945). Since increasing the minute respiratory values proportionally 	 i
increases the rate of CO absorption (Pace at ala, 3046, Forbes st al.,
1945), subjects at rest would not absorb as such CO as active or
stressed subjects at equivalent CO exposures. Therefore, subjects at
rest could tolerate higher carbon sunoxide CT0 `3 values without
apparent toxicity. Escaping from a fire environment would undoubtedly
Laval.,* some degree of stress and activity; the predicted VSD for CO
snould therefore be conservative enough to take this factor into
account. Even greater conservatism would be afforded by using the
probit model VSD for loss of escape, or the VSDs predicted on the
basis of the initial behavioral charge or enzyme rolesse.
Since the VSDs haver been expressed as CTO.3 values, the concen-
tration of CO which would be virtually safe for a given length of time
can be calculated. For example, for the loss of escape VSD of 2400
ppm-win, one would predict that an exposure of 16400 ppm of CO for
minute would be virtually safe, as would an exposure of about 1480 ppm
for about 5 minutes, 1200 ppm for 10 minutes, etcetera. Such calaula-
tions are necessary when consideeritg the toxicity of combustion expo-
sures where the amount and type of toxicant generated as will as how
rapidly it is evolved varies,
Interestingly, Book (1982) has recently suggested a procedure for
scaling the acute lethality of inhalation exposures of nitrogen
OF 'ate QUALMY
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r
dioxide (1#02) observed is animals to man. book fourA that the expo
tore durations acu. MO2
 concentrations associated with lethality
	 j
rsquency data f row S animal species, **use, rat, guinea pig, rabbit,
and dab, were best described by power functions rangitlg from X4.24
to CT0 ' 3. The average value chosen by took, CTO.28 0 to express
this relationship for man is in good agreement with the CTO., role.
tionship estabilshed by Winslow (1981) for CO. Additionally, a linear
rcelscionship was observed for these S species between the overage
minute respiratory volume multiplied by the CT' •28 value for 1102
lethality for each species, and average body weight. On this basis,
Book predicted the CT0.28 value for NO2 lethality in man would be
2.1 fold greater titan that for mice, and 1.3 fold greater than that
t
	
	 for rats. These values are in good agreement with the interspecies
conversion factors of 2.1 for mici to ratan, and 1.8 for rats to man,
used earlier in this discussion to predict carbon monoxide VS gs for
man.
Applications of Risk Estimation for Combustion Toxicology
Estimation of the toxic hazard to man of a fire stmosphare clearly
involves two aspects; whether the toxic exposure is survivable by vir-
tue of being escapable, and whether survivors sustain significant
sub-lethal injury.
.	 r
Winslow (1981) has discussed the utility of the pole-jump response
d as an index of psychomotor functions important for survival in a fire
atmosphere. The estimation of VSDs for Lean based on loss of escape
x
Y
.»..	 ..,	 ...r.... ....-wr..,...r+.r=.....a..ac .,... .....«r.« .	 ...•	 ...,.a.wrrawwn« 'NN...0
is one wry of assessing the potential toxic risk to survival In
complex f ire atmospheres.
Obviously, survival in fire atmosphere does not imply that no
toxic injury is sustained. From the predicted human VSOs given in
'fable »i, it is apparent that at CO exposur*s not expected to affect
escape capability, significant cellular injury, measured by cellular
enzyme release, and early psychonotar char4*s any occur. Whether the
early psysnomotor cnan$*s observed in nice would manifest themselves
in humans &* qualitatively equivalent behavioral responses is impos-
siblo to determine. Also, the relevance of these responses, (cellular
enzyme release and initial behavioral charges) with respect to whether
they represent significant, irreparable injury * is an area for further
investigation.
Clearly, risk estimation is an ongoing process. As further infer-s
wation abo'C tit* toxic mode of action of acute CO in humans or higher
mamm:ela becomes available, risk *stisaates must be modified and rontinu
ally fine-tuned, Until such information becomes ,available, predictions
of potential toxic hazard for man n*cessaxily involve some assumptions
Ritter b	 OMONX PAS' is
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Quantsl dowresponse data for the acute toxic effects of carbon
monoxide, obtiined f roe a behavioral assay in mire (Winslow, 14$1) And
from a physloloSteal assay in rats, were fitted to several theoretical
models currently omployed for risk estimation. 4i extrapolation of
these models to low response rates (1 to 106), end the application
of interspecios conversion factors, s virtually safe dote of CO for
man for several toxic endpoints was estimated, observations regarding
the utility of titre risk estimate approach for prediction of the ac ►ite
toxic hutard of CO, Are the followit*t
A
1. The probit And Weibull models consistently provided the bast -
vita to th«e dose-response data for CO. The probit model is
bA$Ud on thre :assumption that a distribution of toxic thresh-
olds exists, while the W*Ibull model will fit data with an
apparent thresthold. Since the &cute effects of CO are not%-
stochastic in nature, a threshold would bat expected. In
a
Aeneral, the probit model provided more conservative estimates
of virtually safe dosses than did the Weibull
'. The ono-nit model provided an extremely poor approximation of
the dose- ros~ponse dstat for CO, The model is much too conser-
votive (i.e., it approach*• zero response too slowiv); to bo of
use for the prediction of reliable risk sst m t+es for Cn fn
man.
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3. The behavioral sad physiological endpoints utilisad in the
rodent assays represent a ep *ctrueee of toxic sensitivities.
The Mij estimated on the basis of the" responses deflect
this. Cellular injury mad raderat behaYiexral chaagos may
occur at virtually saf * levels dotomineed for escape
capability.
4. By coetparlson with available data an human responses to CO at
concentrations equivalent to those used in the rodent teats,
It appears that even the highest predicted VSD in this study
has been reported to produce only marginal thange in a complex
psychomotor task in wan. Thee predicted VSDs however, ma y not
be overly conservative in light of the fact that tvsts of
human reetsponses to Co Mere generally cowttwtod while subjects
t
aree at rest, When subjects are artivQ nr strasaed, an was tho
case for the mice in the behavioral assay, increased upt.ike of
Co results in greater expressio n of the toxic vif e is of t;^,
Stevesral areas for further investigation suggest thamselves to
incraase the reliability of the risk estimate procedure as it has been
employed in this thesis. These include the followings
1. Testi ►tg of the Acute effects of CO at similar exposure concen-
trAtions and durations in other mammalian animat species for
e
reesponsees that are qualitatiVo ly equivalent to the behavioral
and physiological endpoints seasured in these studies. Conf i-
,fence in inters ecies extrapolations of toxicity is incre^aKed
f	 P	 P
when data from mgrs than one species are available for compari-
son of  thee way in which the mean species CfC• ^ ae;<seaiated
.{	
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with a toxic responses relates to emb Variables soua as *innate
volume, blood volume, and body weight, as look (1962) he* done
l or NO2.
2. tavestilation in aai"ls a the silnifica"@* of the selected
toxic endpoints, particularly cellular enzyme release; do thtc
represent lasting alterations to structure or function, and if
not, at what lev#1 do they become significant? It is apparent
from the graded dowresponse enzyme data in rots, that
increasing levels of these enzyme* are observed as carbon
monoxide CT°` 1 increases to i*vals where significant cone-
promise of physiological function and death any occur.
G!!lmm IM 0
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A"INDIX 1
Quantal Doss-Response
 Data t Initial Ishavioral Change
t Carbon Monoxide CT'F
Cs►on-lein^ Probability of ltea»one*
1000 0.0000
1200 0.03851
e :	 1400 0.0385
1600 0.0385
6	 1800 011928
20OU 0.230F
2200 0.3077 1
2400 0.5000 3
2600 0.604
2800 0.7308
3000 0.8462
3200 0.8462
3
3460 0.8846
s
3600 0.9615
3800 0.9615
4000 0.9615
4200 1. 0000
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APPZMtX 2
Probit tine Analysis l of Initial 8shavior#
Log Does FApiricel Bxpectad Corrected Weight #
F	 a (x) Probit2 Probit Probit (w)
3.000 - 1.912 1.613 X1.286
3.079 3.238 2.55+4 4.173 1.456
i 
3.146 3.238 3.098 3.260 4.004
3.204 3.238 3.570 3.311 7.592
a
3.755 4.130 3.984 4.142 11.232
3.301 4.264 4.358 4.20 14.222
4 3.342 4.499 4.691 4.505 1 x .:+90
3
3.380 5.000 5.000 5.001 16.567.
3.415 5.292 5.284 5.242 16.068
3.447 5.616 5.544 5.61, 14.872
3.477 n . fill g 5.788 1. 1498 13.15h
3.5115 6. UI1) 6.015 6.011) 11.232
3.531, 6-100 6.:26 6.194 11,360
3.55h 6.774 6.430 6. hgfv 7.542
3.580 b, 7w4 6.625 h.. 57 "=. Wi4
§. 3. 60- 6,7474 h.80 b. 774 hAO
3.b23 6.974 7.39x, 3.5131
l _method described by Bliss (1938)
w:
4 2 Obtained from r it^ny (1'52)
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APPENDIX 2 (continu►od)
constants oomputed from the data:
11 v • 1S7.i3 ►^ b
wy
It * l.Mf^b
IWX2 
t
a
e
Carbon MonoxtJo il 0.3
Expucted
(I,	 I
0.451 S
00
0.
0. t'sol
0	 (t
i.
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Expected Probabilities of Response 3from Probit Model
Fitted to Initial dshavioral Change Data
Carbon !Monoxide CTO'3
cn-min)Rx scud Probability of Rep ohs i
1000 0.0011
1200 0.008
2400 0.031
1600 0.082
3
1800 0.164
2000 0.273
2200 0.394	 :r
2400 0.516
2000 0.628
1.800 0.721
3000 0.797
32()o 0.855
:1 +tk) 0.898
:.1600 0.030	 )
3800
i
0.957	 j
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APPENDIX 5
Expected Probabilities,of Response from Meibull Ma
pitted to Initial behavioral Change Data
Carbon Monoxide CT 0.3
__.^.._.(RP2-m^ i._ n) ._.^	 E,_,cted..Ugbabilit.of I
1000 0.0059
1200 0,0172
1400 0.0388
1600 0.0756	 x
r	 1800 0.1332	 ?
2000 0.2158
3
2200 0.3246
2400 0.4549
2600 015958
2800 0.7308
3000 0.81432
3200 0.9225
3400 0.9686
3600 0,9900
3800 0.9976
r	 4000 0.9996
4200 110000
,
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APPENDIX b
-	 ,7uantal flume -Rom onso Data	 Lase of Xscapo 	 9
Carbon Monoxido CT0.
y is-mitt)	 Probability of Fig
.
	l+^nxt
r.
16ttt^ o. o(100
j liilll	 (^. i): h
1000 0,1'vIA
1400:Hi)
	 0aJt)#t	
t
.' boll	 0. 34 h'f	 i
800	 lii ►^i'I1l)
1000	 0. 0 18
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APPMIX 7
Probtt Line Analysis  of toss of Recaps
,
 Data
1.04 base 1aal+ irica l Xxpootod Vorr.ctiod Weight
rr,,,%
	t* Probit Probit tW1
s tv'1
k
1. 04 , !^ Stt : ,1 y it
.4'111
1.5'^ 3. SXS ;3.t17y '.ttib 3.13Q3
^
3.3tt1 J. QS 3.557 4	 1.3
. 510	 f
4 . wb4 y+^d. 4K^ 4 .3414 f `	
j
11.::^	
^
s	 k^ ' . 4 4q 4.31 6 4, %Ol 14.364
3.,15 4.bo", 4,'40 4.07 16.136
3.44 7 5.0o(I S. 072 5.1100 16.510
1
1,477 S. 34b 5.3tt1 S.l;^c4 15. 6^^i
,St^S S,?3t^ S.03 S,71•'^ 14 01
3.S.t1 ^., Ala 5.443 t*.01f, 11.t 1S
E J.sSb t4.-4	 ti t+.:rt3 ^M ^a* 3.c4::^
M3. title ^s. y 74 h. b8o h. "'hi+ ^., ty!i
17 67 3
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APPENDIX T (contJmuod)
3
t
III
/APPENDIX A E mm" PAW Mor Poost
acted Prob bilittts of Response, from One- fit Model
Fitted to Loss of tscaps Data
onoxide CT4.3
—min	 Ex re gd Pr b^! t of
s
1600 4.3784
1800 0.4139 3
f 2000 4.4417
F
2200 0.4795
'	 9
2400 0.5095
2600 0.5378
f 2600 9.5644
3000 0.5895
3200 0.6132
3400 0.0355
3600 0.6565
3800 0.6763
4000 0.6944
4200 0.9123
r a
-a
112
p
# O^ Pm w
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i
1
Zxpe,cte,d Probabilities of Raspona# from Probit Model
Pitted to Loss of Ucsps Data
(j Carbon Monoxide, CT0I3
Prob4bIlitj gj hosgags*
k	
a
a
1600	 0.016
1800	 0.048
g
2040	 0.112	 ?
2204	 0.207
2400	 0.326
2600	 0.456
2800	 0.579
3000	 0.687
X
3200
	
0.776
3400	 0.844
3600	 0.895
` 38011	 0.931
4000	 0.955
4200 	 0.971
t,
9
i
4
Carbon Monoxide CT
-- sstn 1bc *ceed Probxbtl c	 of xe	 a	 o
m
^
16Cl0 0.0363
2 Ott U.0706
2000 0.1215
1 200 0.1920
t. 2400 0.2834
4:60c, 0,3015
-1000 0
r8
3400 0.8 S3
3t,	 O t^.
Moo 0.9#147 i	 #
t
MOt1i^ 0.986, t
a
4^t)U t'}. 9p5q a	 ^
i
a,
t
f
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A!'PIMIX It
tv*ctod Probabilities of Response frm On*-Hit Model
Fitted to LAR kno Rosyne gets
Carbon Monoxide, CT 0.3
plembilLgy of 1060"NO
	
2.93 x 103	 .491
	
6.42 x 103	 1770
	
10.31 x 103	 .905
	
12.46 x 103	 0.942
e	 POR#
WIX 12
i
Expected Probabiliti ots of Response from Probit Model
Fitted to LOU Swum Buys* Data
Carbon Monoxida CTOr3
„m.	 f	 l i - of Rer aflgg
4
	
2.95 x 103	 .251
	
6.41 x 103	 .129
	
10.31 x 103	 .915
	
13.46 x 103	 .954
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APPWIX 13
Expected probabilities of Response from Wsibull Model
pitted to LDH Soros Ensymo Data
Carbon Monoxide CT 0.3
-s	 scted PEOgbiligy of Reagogge
	2.95 x 103	0.2784
	
6.42 x 103	0.6949
	
10.31 x 103	0.9224
	
12.46 x 103	0.9688
r
*A
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E
P
t
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AFFMIX 14
Expected Probabilities of Uspon3o from One-Hit Model
Fitted to RSDp Serum Enzyme Dets
Carbon Monoxide CT 0.3
x acted Pjgb*bjjitZ of Re	 se
	
2.93 x 103	 .441
	
6.42 x 143	0.770
	
10.31 x 10	 0.905
	
12.45 x 103	 .942
4
F
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Exp#vtod Probabilities of Response from Probit Model
Fitted to 11bDH Serum Ensymo Data
Carbon Monoxide G'C0.3
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Upectod Probabiliti*s of lempo"GO from Volbull 1lWat
Fitted to KON Wum InryWa Data	 t
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APP=DIX 17
Probit lint Anolysis I
 of LIM strum ansysit Dsta
Lot Nim tapirical Upoct*d Corrtctod Wright
W Probity Probit Probit (u)
3,470 4.396 4.391 ^1.1V? A.ltk!
1a8M ^.S:A 1.528 ' .S1y Sal	 1
:,,111 b «.^^;' t*.,ld t^.;* a.h ►^
00"OtAltts 4:omputtd frca tho U&tA:
4 * 11.048 
" qty "* 9:.
«.
^9^X^ ^ ^'' zl « ply 1
«
`Mtat\`
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APPODlx 18
Probit Line Analysis I of NbDH Serum enzyme Data
Log Dose Empiricll Expected Corrected Weight
W Probit Probit Probit twl
3.470 4.396 4.396 4.396 6.137
3.808 6.2$2 6.2$2 6.281 3.428
4.013 7.425 7.792 0.581
4.096 - 7.688 8.204 0.117
Constants computed from the data:
E w • 10.263
E wx . 37.162
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